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INTRODUCTION

Acid dissociation, proton solvation, and charge defect migration in
aqueous environments all play a fundamental role in a plethora of
processes ranging from chemistry and physics to biology and, therefore,
have been analyzed in utmost molecular detail using infrared (IR)
spectroscopy in both the gas and condensed phases (1–15). While
thermal fluctuations and vivid H-bond dynamics are pivotal at
ambient conditions (16), distinctly different mechanisms take over at
lower temperatures, for instance, enabling HCl-induced acid/base
chemistry on ice grains in Earth’s stratospheric clouds (2, 17–19).
Water ices are also abundant in the solar system and are found in
interstellar space (20–22), and they are probable candidates for the
source of water on planets including Earth (23, 24).
In dense interstellar clouds, much lower temperatures of the order
of only 10 K or even less govern the chemistry on icy dust grains
(22, 25). A fundamental question is whether acid/base chemistry, such
as discovered in stratospheric clouds, could already be triggered at
these ultracold “stardust conditions” by dissociation of acids, e.g.,
HCl, in the absence of thermal and photoinduced activation. This is
highly relevant to early chemical evolution, long before more complex
prebiotic chemistry came on the scene.
HCl uptake on ice crystals in polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs)
catalyzes the formation of molecular chlorine (Cl2) (26, 27). Most of the
experimental studies confirm that at PSC temperatures (about 190 K),
the ionized form of HCl prevails on ice surfaces (2, 28–31). However, the
results at lower temperatures remain ambiguous. Kang et al. (28),
using Cs+ reactive ion scattering and secondary ion mass spectrometry, and Devlin et al. (2), using Fourier transform IR spectroscopic
techniques, proposed that no ionization takes place below 50 K,
whereas on increasing temperature, the rate of ionization was found
to increase: from ~15% at 60 K to almost complete ionization taking
place at 90 to 95 K. In contrast, Parent and Laffon (29) reported an
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ionization rate of 80% even at temperatures of 20 K. In a succeeding
study (31), 92% ionization of HCl was reported at 50 K. These ionization rates were found to be independent of temperature, as they
were similar for 50 and 90 K, supporting the theoretical prediction
that HCl dissociation on ice surfaces is a barrierless process (19).
These results gave rise to a controversial discussion on the rate of
HCl ionization on ice surfaces (32, 33).
Here, we report the results of a joint experimental/theoretical study
of the generic HCl-water system in superfluid helium nanodroplets,
which are known to enable the controlled formation of H-bonded
molecular aggregates at ultracold conditions of 0.37 K (34). Using
the high-intensity pulsed free-electron lasers (FELs) at FELIX in
Nijmegen, our measurements were performed in the IR fingerprint
region (about 1000 to 1700 cm−1) based on the recently developed
BoHeNDI@FELIX end station (35).
In our efforts of establishing a nanolab for molecularly controlled
cryochemical synthesis, the pickup chamber of BoHeNDI@FELIX hosts
two distinct pickup cells—denoted as cell 1 and cell 2 in the following—
each of them with a 5-mm orifice (where cross-contamination from one
cell to the other is restricted by low background pressure together
with their large separation, 20 cm; see fig. S1). This end station enables
us to control the sequence and the pressure for each dopant independently, i.e., we can now choose whether we seed the nanodroplets
with HCl in the first cell followed by subsequent pickup of water in
the second cell or vice versa. The ultrabright FELs at FELIX (up to
80-mJ energy per 5- to 8-s duration pulse) allow us to record mass-
selective IR spectra with a good signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. FELIX
also allows access to the important IR fingerprint region for acid formation, which is crucial for unambiguous detection of acid formation.
Upon sequential microsolvation of HCl by H2O molecules, we
earlier discovered a peculiar reaction mechanism—aggregation-
induced dissociation—which allows acid dissociation even at 0.37 K
(9, 10, 36). According to this mechanism, the dissociation reaction
producing hydronium, H3O+, proceeds by bypassing deep potential
energy minima, which would be impossible to surmount at ultracold
conditions (34). Adding the fourth water molecule yields the solvent-
shared ion pair (SIP), H3O+(H2O)3Cl− [see molecular models in
Fig. 1 (B and C)], as depicted in the left reaction channel of Fig. 2.
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Chemical reactions at ultralow temperatures are of fundamental importance to primordial molecular evolution as
it occurs on icy mantles of dust nanoparticles or on ultracold water clusters in dense interstellar clouds. As we
show, studying reactions in a stepwise manner in ultracold helium nanodroplets by mass-selective infrared (IR)
spectroscopy provides an avenue to mimic these “stardust conditions” in the laboratory. In our joint experimental/
theoretical study, in which we successively add H2O molecules to HCl, we disclose a unique IR fingerprint at 1337 cm−1
that heralds hydronium (H3O+) formation and, thus, acid dissociation generating solvated protons. In stark
contrast, no reaction is observed when reversing the sequence by allowing HCl to interact with preformed small
embryonic ice-like clusters. Our ab initio simulations demonstrate that not only reaction stoichiometry but also
the reaction sequence needs to be explicitly considered to rationalize ultracold chemistry.
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acid can dissociate and transfer its proton to these preexisting embryonic ice-like structures at ultracold conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The alternative synthesis pathway involves aggregation of a specific
number of H2O molecules as the first step, followed by a pickup of
one HCl molecule. At the ultralow temperatures in helium nanodroplets, water molecules aggregate into cyclic H-bonded structures,
leading eventually to the “smallest piece of ice” (34). But what is the
fate of an acid molecule if attached to these ice-like complexes?
Knowing that four H2O molecules suffice to dissociate HCl in helium
nanodroplets (9, 10), the interesting question is how, or even if, the
Mani et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaav8179
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Fig. 1. IR depletion spectra of pure water and mixed HCl-water clusters, resulting
from pickup sequence cell 1 (HCl) and cell 2 (water), measured at different
mass channels. (A) IR spectra of pure H218O clusters, measured at m/z = 41. (B to
D) Spectra in the presence of a small amount of HCl gas, measured at m/z = 41, 61,
and 81, respectively. These mass channels correspond to H+(H218O)2 (m/z = 41),
H+(H218O)3 (m/z = 61), and H+(H218O)4 (m/z = 81) fragments. The bands corresponding
to the bending vibration of the pure water (H2O)n (n = 4 and 5) clusters are highlighted in the light blue shade. The broad band highlighted in yellow is assigned to
the umbrella mode of the H3O+ core of the dissociated species. HCl partial pressure
of 0.14 mPa and water partial pressure of 0.53 mPa were used in all the measurements. The proton originating from HCl is shown in dark gray. a.u., arbitrary units.

To unambiguously unravel the chemistry resulting from the two
pickup sequences, we used isotopically pure H 2 18 O. Whereas
H + (H 35Cl)n and H+(H216O)2n ionization fragments are detected at
the same [mass/charge ratio (m/z)] channel in the mass spectrometer,
these fragments can be separated in the case of H+(H35Cl)n and
H+(H218O)2n [see also (10)]. We recorded the IR spectrum of pure
H218O clusters (cell 2, 0.53 mPa H218O) at m/z = 41 [which corresponds to the H+(H218O)2 fragment]. Because molecular pickup by
helium droplets follows Poisson statistics (37), at this partial pressure
of water, the relative size distribution of water clusters could be estimated
to be tetramer (~55%), pentamer (~30%), and hexamer (~15%). The
well-known fingerprint of the water bend was observed around
1620 cm−1, which arises predominantly from (H218O)4 (see Fig. 1A)
(38). When adding HCl in the first cell and H218O in the second cell
in our cryo-nanolab (cell 1, 0.14 mPa HCl; cell 2, 0.53 mPa H218O),
we observed a broad absorption band centered at ~1337 cm−1
(see Fig. 1B), in agreement with the theoretical predictions for the
unique spectroscopic fingerprint of the (hindered) umbrella motion
of H3O+ at 1357 cm−1 (39). This is characteristic of the SIP conformer
of the “smallest droplet of dissociated HCl acid” (9, 10, 36). At these
experimental conditions, 0.5 HCl and three water molecules are
picked up on average, yielding a preference for clusters doped with
a single HCl and a distribution of water cluster sizes ranging from
n = 2 to 5. The mass-selective depletion pickup curves (see fig. S5)
reveal that the spectroscopic signal at 1320 cm−1 (see Fig. 1B) is
dominated by a cluster with one HCl and four water molecules, as
expected for the smallest droplet of acid. The fingerprint region, as
reported here, has the advantage that the hydronium umbrella motion
(39) of the smallest droplet of acid is uncongested, in contrast to the
higher frequency range (2100 to 2900 cm−1) where the modes are
strongly coupled and the spectroscopic signatures for dissociation
overlap with the bands from undissociated (HCl)m(H2O)n clusters,
which, in the past, led to a controversial discussion about the experimental verification of HCl dissociation for a cluster with one HCl
and four water molecules (9, 10, 40).
Having shown that four water molecules are sufficient to dissociate HCl, we investigated whether larger dissociated clusters
contribute to the observed spectroscopic signal. Spectra recorded at
m/z = 61 [H+(H218O)3 fragment] and m/z = 81 [H+(H218O)4 fragment]
are depicted in Fig. 1, C and D, respectively. The pressure variance
of the band intensity reveals that the band at m/z = 61 is dominated
by clusters containing four water molecules, whereas the band at
m/z = 81 and 1250 cm−1 shows contributions from dissociated clusters
containing five (or more) water molecules (Table 1; see the “The
umbrella motion of hydronium: Parent cluster size determination”
section in the Supplementary Materials for more details). The hydronium
band is red-shifted when recorded at m/z = 81 compared to the band
recorded at m/z = 61.
In an effort to characterize the formed ion pair species containing
five water molecules (Fig. 1D), ab initio aggregation simulations (36)
were performed to disclose what happens if the fifth water molecule
reacts with SIP (see the “Ab initio aggregation simulations of SIP
with the fifth H2O molecule” section in the Supplementary Materials).
They unveil that only two specific ion pair structures out of many
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Table 1. Number of water molecules (n) contributing to the
observed bands, determined from the fit of the pressure-dependent
spectroscopic signal to Poisson distributions. The pickup curves were
recorded at a particular on-resonance frequency. See also the “Ionization
mechanism of pure water and mixed HCl-water aggregates” and “The
umbrella motion of hydronium: Parent cluster size determination”
sections in the Supplementary Materials.
Mass channel
(atomic mass units)

n

1320

41

4

1320

61

4

1400

61

4

1250

81

5

Resonance frequency
(cm−1)

candidates (see the “Structure search and harmonic analysis of
HCl(H2O)n species” section in the Supplementary Materials) are
exclusively formed, namely, the n = 5 solvent-shared and contact
ion pairs SIP5 and CIP5 depicted in fig. S8, whose H3O+ umbrella
motion frequencies (unscaled harmonic MP2) are red-shifted by 51
and 128 cm−1 with reference to the n = 4 SIP species, respectively
(see table S1). Given that anharmonicity effects and, thus, red shifts
in the umbrella frequency of SIP have been shown to be small (39),
whereas enormous anharmonicities are expected for the corresponding contact ion pair CIP (41, 42), we performed ab initio path integral
simulations at ultralow temperatures (see the “Nuclear quantum
effects on n = 5 CIP versus SIP species” section in the Supplementary
Materials). In stark contrast to SIP5, in which the three O─H bonds
within H3O+ are similar and well localized, the one pointing toward
Cl− in CIP5 is extremely anharmonic because of pronounced anisotropic quantum delocalization (see fig. S9). This implies that the
harmonic umbrella mode of CIP5 should be enormously red-shifted.
Together, these findings suggest that the broad resonance in Fig. 1D,
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the IR spectra of mixed HCl-H218O clusters, measured at
m/z = 41, for two distinct experimental scenarios. (A) HCl pickup precedes the
pickup of water molecules. (B) Water pickup precedes the pickup of HCl.

which is red-shifted by ~32 cm−1, can be assigned to the umbrella
mode of species SIP5, as depicted in the molecular model in Fig. 1D.
What happens if the pickup order of HCl and H2O is reversed
(cell 1, H218O; cell 2, HCl) while keeping the individual pressures
unchanged (H218O, 0.53 mPa; HCl, 0.14 mPa)? As mentioned earlier,
under these conditions, the formation of cyclic water tetramer,
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Fig. 2. Two different pathways for the aggregation of HCl(H2O)4 clusters in helium droplets, depicting that acid formation at ultracold temperatures follows a
unique pathway. (Left) The first HCl and, subsequently, four water molecules are picked up, yielding aggregation-induced dissociation of HCl and the formation of the
smallest droplet of acid, H3O+(H2O)3Cl−. (Right) The first four water molecules aggregate to form a cyclic water tetramer, and upon subsequent addition of one HCl molecule, the HCl is found to remain undissociated.
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Fig. 4. Schematics of the helium droplet machine at the FELIX Laboratory (BoHeNDI@FELIX). QMS, quadrupole mass spectrometer.

structure (see the “Ab initio aggregation simulations of cyclic (H2O)4
with HCl” section in the Supplementary Materials).
CONCLUSIONS

pentamer, and hexamer is expected with an estimated relative population of ~55, ~30, and ~15%, respectively. This cyclic ring formation is then followed by a subsequent aggregation process of HCl.
We recorded the spectra at m/z = 41, with this reverse pickup order.
In this case, no spectral fingerprint for hydronium (see Fig. 3B)
could be detected in the expected frequency window. Given that
four H2O molecules suffice to dissociate HCl at ultralow temperatures (9, 10, 36), the absence of the hydronium band indicates either
the formation of the well-known n = 4 ion pair (CIP), which escapes
detection in the measured frequency range subject to its large
red-shifted H3O+ umbrella fingerprint, or an absence of the H3O+
moiety in the formed cluster. Considering our S/N ~ 10 in the measured
frequency range, even if the SIP cluster is formed, it must be less than
10% of that formed with HCl first, water second pickup order. The molecular underpinnings, revealed by ab initio aggregation simulations
(see the “Ab initio aggregation simulations of cyclic (H2O)4 with HCl”
section in the Supplementary Materials), unmask the underlying
mechanism: Aggregating one HCl with the cyclic (H2O)4 isomer,
which is the preferred water tetramer formed in helium nanodroplets
(34), does not lead to the dissociation of HCl despite four water
molecules being available. Instead, HCl either remains attached to the
(H2O)4 ring by donating an H-bond forming the aggregated (AG)
structure (see Fig. 3B) or inserts itself into the cyclic water tetramer via
two different pathways, each leading to the known undissociated (UD)
Mani et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaav8179
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental
Experiments were performed using a helium droplet isolation apparatus coupled with the high-power FEL at FELIX Laboratory, Nijmegen.
Spectroscopy in helium droplets is a well-established technique that
facilitates the studies of individual molecules or molecular aggregates
as well as reactions at ultracold conditions (0.37 K) (9, 43). While
the pure droplets are transparent to radiation in the terahertz to ultraviolet range, molecules that are embedded in the droplets can absorb
radiation. Because of weak interaction between the embedded molecule(s) and surrounding helium atoms, the matrix-induced shifts
for a vibrational transition are small, usually <2 cm−1 for rovibrational transitions, as compared to the gas-phase spectra (43). The
weakly interacting nature of helium atoms is also responsible for the
fast evaporative cooling (1010 K/s) of the molecules to the ground
rovibrational state, as observed in helium droplets (43).
Our experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 4, which
has earlier been described in detail (35). The helium droplet apparatus
consists of four differentially pumped vacuum chambers. In the
first chamber, helium at pressures from 30 to 60 bar is precooled
to temperatures between 10 and 22 K, using a Leybold Coolpower-130
closed-cycle cold head, and continuously expanded through a
5-m-diameter nozzle, which leads to the formation of the superfluid
4 of 7
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Fig. 5. m/z = 41 ion current, for pure H218O clusters, as a function of time, is shown
as a representative example. The ion current was integrated over several measurements in the frequency range of 1000 to 1700 cm−1. Ion current before 10 ms
was used as a reference. The ion current in the ~10- to 13-ms time window contains
depletion signal.

We showed that HCl completely dissociates on stepwise addition of
four water molecules forming an SIP, H3O+(H2O)3Cl−. Addition of
the fifth water molecule is proposed to result in the formation of an
SIP5, H3O+(H2O)4Cl−, leaving the H3O+ moiety intact. Moreover,
our experiments supported by our state-of-the-art ab initio simulations showed that HCl dissociation is highly sensitive to the sequence
in which molecular aggregation takes place. For HCl, dissociation
occurs readily upon stepwise microsolvation with water molecules,
whereas its interaction with preexisting cryogenic ice-like water
clusters does not lead to low-barrier proton transfer from acid to
water. These findings unveil that the fundamental question of whether
acid dissociation and, therefore, any subsequent acid/base chemistry can take place at ultralow temperatures does not have a simple
“yes” or “no” answer (see Fig. 2). Thus, “dissociation” and “no dissociation” are just two sides of the same coin. It is expected that this
discovery is by no means unique to the generic HCl/water system
but is a general feature of cryochemical reactions at ultracold conditions: Sequence matters!
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Theoretical
Geometry optimization
Geometry optimization calculations were performed using the
BLYP functional (44, 45) together with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set
and were validated by using resolution-of-identity second-order
Møller–Plesset (MP2) (46) optimizations in conjunction with the
larger basis set aug-cc-pVQZ, as provided by the TURBOMOLE
package (47). All the structures were characterized to be minima
based on harmonic vibrational frequency analysis.
In addition, single-point calculations using the BLYP and MP2
optimized structures were performed using the DLPNO-CCSD(T)
Mani et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaav8179
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method (48), as implemented in ORCA (49). The extrapolation of
the energies to the complete basis set (CBS) limit was performed
using the def2-TZVPP and def2-QZVPP basis sets using the default
CBS implementation in ORCA (49).
Quantum effects
Ab initio path integral molecular dynamics simulations were performed
at 1.25 K. All electrons were treated explicitly at the BLYP/aug-ccpVTZ level, as implemented in the CP2K code (50). The path
integral was represented using P = 64 beads (also known as Trotter
replica), which enforces convergence of the quantum discretization
in conjunction with using PIGLET thermostatting in CP2K, as
developed and benchmarked recently for ultralow temperatures (51).
Aggregation simulations
Ab initio aggregation simulations were performed with the CPMD
code (52) using the BLYP functional. The structures were centered in a
cubic cell with a box length of 20 Å. Efficient Car-Parrinello propagation of the ab initio molecular dynamics equations of motion was used
with a time step of 4 a.u. (atomic units) (corresponding to about 0.097 fs)
in case of canonical ensemble (NVT) and of 5 a.u. for microcanonical
ensemble (NVE) simulations together with a fictitious electron mass of
760 a.u. while using the deuterium mass for hydrogen atoms.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/6/eaav8179/DC1
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Fig. S1. Details of the second vacuum chamber.
Fig. S2. Variation of ion current at m/z = 36 with HCl partial pressure in cell 1.
Fig. S3. Dependence of the ion current upon water partial pressure as detected on m/z = 41, 61, and 81.
Fig. S4. Reference ion current, as a function of H218O partial pressure, detected at mass
channels m/z = 41, 61, and 81.
Fig. S5. Variation of the spectroscopic signal (red dots) as a function of H218O partial pressure
for different mass channels and frequencies.
Fig. S6. Poisson fit assuming a superposition of two Poisson distributions for pickup of (H2O)4 and (H2O)5.
Fig. S7. Relevant structures of the HCl(H2O)4 cluster as well as that of the Eigen complex,
(H3O)+(H2O)3, all optimized using BLYP.
Fig. S8. Relevant structures of the HCl(H2O)5 cluster all optimized using BLYP.
Fig. S9. Quantum O─H distance distribution functions of the three protons and the oxygen
within the hydronium moiety of the CIP5 (top) and SIP5 (bottom) conformers at 1.25 K.
Fig. S10. Mechanism leading to the formation of CIP5 after the aggregation of the fifth water
molecule with the HCl(H2O)4 SIP C3 conformer in terms of representative snapshots sampled
from the ab initio aggregation simulations.
Fig. S11. Mechanism leading to the formation of SIP5 (right) via attachment of the fifth water
molecule to the Cl site of the SIP C1 conformer (left) in terms of representative snapshots
sampled from the ab initio aggregation simulations.
Fig. S12. Mechanism leading to the formation of the cyclic UD structure (bottom left) after the
aggregation of the HCl molecule with the cyclic water tetramer (H2O)4 has generated the AG
structure (top left) in terms of representative snapshots sampled from the ab initio
aggregation simulations.
Fig. S13. Alternative mechanism leading to the formation of the cyclic UD structure (bottom left)
after the aggregation of the HCl molecule with the cyclic water tetramer (H2O)4 has generated
the AG structure (top left) in terms of representative snapshots sampled from the ab initio
aggregation simulations.
Table S1. Relative electronic energy (without inclusion of zero-point energy correction), dipole
moment, and (unscaled harmonic) frequency of the hindered umbrella mode of the
hydronium moiety, H3O+, in case of ion pair structures for the most relevant HCl(H2O)n isomers
with n = 4 and 5, based on optimized MP2 and BLYP structures.
Table S2. Aggregation simulations of SIP + H2O with initial NVT electrostatic steering
alignment of the water molecule.
Table S3. Aggregation simulations of SIP + H2O with the water molecule in random
orientations and positions around the center of the SIP cluster.
Table S4. Aggregation simulations of the cyclic (H2O)4 cluster with an HCl molecule using three
different classes of initial conditions, using different cluster-molecule distances (d), relative
velocities (v), and harmonic constants (k), as specified.
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helium droplets, with an equilibrium temperature of 0.37 K. The
droplet size is log-normal distributed and can be controlled by varying the He pressure and temperature. In the work reported here, we
used expansion conditions of 40 bar and 14 K, which result in an
average helium droplet size of about 10,000 He atoms.
The second vacuum chamber (see Fig. 4 and fig. S1) contains two
individually pumped, spatially well-separated (distance, ~20 cm)
pickup cells that are traversed by the droplet beam via 5-mm-diameter
openings in the cell walls. Each cell has its own sample inlet line,
which was used to provide either HCl gas or water vapor as a dopant.
Ultrahigh purity HCl gas (99.995% purity) was obtained from Air
Liquide, and isotopically pure H218O (isotopic purity 97% atoms of
18
O) was obtained from Aldrich. These were used without further
purification except for the freeze-pump-thaw degassing of water. Dopant
pressures were regulated using high-precision dosing valves (model:
VAT-59024-GE01) and were accurate to within 1 × 10−7 mbar.
Even for high water pressures, the increase in the background pressure for the other pickup cell was small, indicating that HCl-water
cross-contamination between the pickup cells was negligible.
The FELs at the FELIX Laboratory in Nijmegen, Netherlands, were
used as the IR radiation source to excite the dopant molecules in an
antiparallel configuration. The ultrabright FELs at FELIX cover the
spectral range 80 to 3600 cm−1 with a frequency resolution of ~0.5%
of the central frequency. The radiation of the FELs consists of a train
of macropulses (5 to 8 s) with a 10-Hz repetition rate. Each macropulse contains several thousand micropulses of picosecond time
duration, separated by 1 ns. In the frequency range reported here,
typical energies for micro- and macropulses amount to 20 J and 80 mJ,
respectively. The excitation energy of the dopant molecules is rapidly
dissipated via evaporation of helium atoms, which results in reduced average droplet size. The reduction in the droplet size
depends linearly on the macropulse energy. After passing through a
~1-m-long spectroscopy region, the droplets were ionized via electron
impact ionization and detected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Because the ionization cross section is proportional to the droplet
size, the ionization yield is decreased when the dopant is in resonance,
causing evaporation of helium (depletion spectroscopy).
For each FELIX-macropulse, ion current was recorded for a total
of 20 ms, 10 ms before the arrival of the macropulse and 10 ms
afterward (see Fig. 5). While the FELIX-macropulses are of the
order of microsecond time duration, the radiation-induced depletion signal is present for ~3-ms duration, which corresponds to the
flight time of the droplets in the machine (typical droplet velocity,
~400 m/s). For each measurement, the average ion current before
the arrival of the laser pulse (0- to 10-ms time window) served as a
“reference.” The ion current in a time window of ~10 to 13 ms contains
the depletion signal [see also (35)].
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